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In Book Five, Shasha's balloon has come to life and has become a big problem for Shiloh. Is he blowing things way out of proportion, or will
this balloon eat him up alive? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids and
Onyx Family on Onyx Flix. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The
Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends, who somehow all end up in the Onyx House where all the comedy
and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is a young, innovative author and one of the original stars of the Onyx Kids. She loves entertaining children
with fun crazy stories that inspire a new generation to release their creativity and imagination. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School
Days, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx Universe.
In the instant New York Times bestseller that started the Dark Elements series, one kiss is enough to kill... Layla just wants to fit in at school
and go on a date with Zayne, whom she's crushed on since forever. Trouble is, Zayne treats Layla like a sister—and Layla is a half demon,
half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses. And even though Zayne is a Warden, part of the race of gargoyles tasked with keeping
humanity safe, Layla's kiss will kill anything with a soul—including him. Then she meets Roth—a demon who claims to know her secrets.
Though Layla knows she should stay away, it's tough when that whole no-kissing thing isn't an issue. Trusting Roth could ruin her chances
with Zayne, but as Layla discovers she's the reason for a violent demon uprising, kissing the enemy suddenly pales in comparison to the
looming end of the world. "Armentrout works her magic with swoon-worthy guys and a twist you never see coming."—#1 New York Times
bestselling author Abbi Glines "Armentrout is a major talent... I just can't stop reading!"—New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter
The Dark Elements Series: Bitter Sweet Love (ebook-only prequel) White Hot Kiss Stone Cold Touch Every Last Breath
In Book Thirteen, two crazy professors have created what think is a miracle, a horse with a human brain, but before they can study it, the
horse hybrid escapes...right to the Onyx House. Shasha and Shiloh think they have a new pony and they can't wait to ride it, but will they be
taken for a wild ride instead? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids and
Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx
Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up at the Onyx House where all
the comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is an innovative young author and one of the original stars of Onyx Kids and Onyx Family. She
loves entertaining children with fun creative stories that entertain and inspire children of all ages. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School
Days and other series in the Onyx World.
“At once fresh, at once classic, Onyx and Ivory is a page-turning blend of monsters, magic, and romance.” —Susan Dennard, New York
Times bestselling author of Truthwitch Acclaimed author Mindee Arnett thrusts readers into a beautiful, dangerous, and magical world in this
stunningly epic and romantic fantasy for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Sarah Raasch. They call her Traitor Kate. It’s a title Kate Brighton
inherited from her father after he tried to assassinate the high king of Rime. Cast out of the nobility, Kate now works for the royal courier
service. Only the most skilled ride for the Relay and only the fastest survive, for when night falls, the drakes—deadly flightless dragons—come
out to hunt. Fortunately, Kate has a secret edge: She is a wilder, born with forbidden magic that allows her to influence the minds of animals.
And it’s this magic that leads her to a caravan massacred by drakes in broad daylight—the only survivor Corwin Tormaine, the son of the king.
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Her first love, the boy she swore to forget after he condemned her father to death. With their paths once more entangled, Kate and Corwin
must put the past behind them to face this new threat and an even darker menace stirring in the kingdom.
Read the series that's sold more than 2 million copies--if you dare! Warning: this description has not been authorized by Pseudonymous
Bosch. As much as he'd love to sing the praises of his book (he is very vain), he wouldn't want you to hear about his brave 11-year old
heroes, Cass and Max-Ernest. Or about how a mysterious box of vials, the Symphony of Smells, sends them on the trail of a magician who
has vanished under strange (and stinky) circumstances. And he certainly wouldn't want you to know about the hair-raising adventures that
follow and the nefarious villains they face. You see, not only is the name of this book secret, the story inside is, too. For it concerns a secret.
A Big Secret.
In Book Three, it's Valentine's Day and Shasha is awaiting her Valentine. But instead of getting flowers and chocolates she gets stinky breath
and rotten eggs. A huge dragon kidnaps her and for his Valentine treat he wants to eat Shasha! Will she escape before she becomes his
meal or will her Valentine rescure her? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx
Kids and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their
entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up in the Onyx
House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Sinead Onyx is a new author and one of the original stars of Onyx Kids and Onyx Family.
She enjoys bringing her imagination to life with her books and videos that have impacted a generation of kids. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx
Kids School days, Onyx Kids Adventures, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx Universe. Chapter 1 Princess Shasha walked back
and forth in the castle gardens. She was troubled. It was February 14th, Valentine's Day, and she didn't have a Valentine again...
The definitive history of the Vikings -- from arts and culture to politics and cosmology -- by a distinguished archaeologist with decades of
expertise The Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050 -- saw an unprecedented expansion of the Scandinavian peoples into the wider world. As
traders and raiders, explorers and colonists, they ranged from eastern North America to the Asian steppe. But for centuries, the Vikings have
been seen through the eyes of others, distorted to suit the tastes of medieval clerics and Elizabethan playwrights, Victorian imperialists,
Nazis, and more. None of these appropriations capture the real Vikings, or the richness and sophistication of their culture. Based on the latest
archaeological and textual evidence, Children of Ash and Elm tells the story of the Vikings on their own terms: their politics, their cosmology
and religion, their material world. Known today for a stereotype of maritime violence, the Vikings exported new ideas, technologies, beliefs,
and practices to the lands they discovered and the peoples they encountered, and in the process were themselves changed. From Eirík
Bloodaxe, who fought his way to a kingdom, to Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most traveled woman in the world, Children of Ash and Elm is
the definitive history of the Vikings and their time.
In Book Twelve, The Luck of the Irish is thought to mean extreme good fortune. On St. Patrick's Day, Shasha and Shiloh test that theory
when they meet a leprechaun for the first time. Shasha spots a rainbow with a pot at the end. Unfortunately, it's not a pot of gold. What they
pull out of the pot makes Shasha and Shiloh think their luck has just run out. Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kid book
series from the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and
sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who
somehow all end up at the Onyx House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Sinead Onyx is a new author and one of the original stars of
Onyx Kids and Onyx Family. She enjoys bringing her imagination to life with her books, music, and videos that have impacted a generation of
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kids. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days, Onyx Kids Adventures, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx World.

In debut author Gwendolyn Clare's thrilling Ink, Iron, and Glass, worlds collide as Elsa unveils a deep political conspiracy seeking
to unlock the most dangerous weapon ever created—and only she can stop it. Can she write a world gone wrong? A certain pen, a
certain book, and a certain person can craft entirely new worlds through a branch of science called scriptology. Elsa comes from
one such world that was written into creation, where her mother—a noted scriptologist—constantly alters and expands their reality.
But when her home is attacked and her mother kidnapped, Elsa is forced to cross into the real world and use her own scriptology
gifts to find her. In an alternative Victorian Italy, Elsa finds a secret society of young scientists with a gift for mechanics, alchemy,
or scriptology—and meets Leo, a gorgeous mechanist with a smart mouth and tragic past. She recruits the help of these fellow
geniuses just as an assassin arrives on their doorstep. An Imprint Book “The novel samples historical figures the way a hip-hop
album might sample a classic riff: it opens a window to European history, lets in fresh air, and sends facts flying... This novel is a
source of serious fun.” —School Library Journal (starred review) “This debut novel is fully realized steampunk-fantasy, offering an
alternate history that deftly and creatively adopts the politics of 19th-century Italy to create a compellingly unique world.... Exciting
and original.” —Kirkus (starred review) “Clare's debut is built upon an intriguing premise... A solid series starter featuring a
competent, flawed heroine that’s built for sf fans.” —Booklist “There’s much more to uncover in the political machinations of each
world, and a gasp-worthy ending ensures a sequel.” —BCCB
Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet Evil series. What if
there were teens whose lives literally depended on being bad influences? This is the reality for sons and daughters of fallen
angels. Tenderhearted Southern girl Anna Whitt was born with the sixth sense to see and feel emotions of other people. She's
aware of a struggle within herself, an inexplicable pull toward danger, but Anna, the ultimate good girl, has always had the
advantage of her angel side to balance the darkness within. It isn't until she turns sixteen and meets the alluring Kaidan Rowe that
she discovers her terrifying heritage and her willpower is put to the test. He's the boy your daddy warned you about. If only
someone had warned Anna. Forced to face her destiny, will Anna embrace her halo or her horns?
In book 4, there's something in the air and it's spreading fast. It's a zombie outbreak and they're after anything that moves! Can
Shiloh and Shasha hide long enough to escape or will they become one of them? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling
illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles
the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky
creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends, who somehow all end up in the Onyx House where all the comedy and drama ensue.
Mirthell Onyx is an inventive, new author and one of the original stars of the Onyx Family Show. He loves writing entertaining
episodes for families and children with fun, creative stories that inspire a new generation to release their creativity and imagination.
Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx World.
Onyx Kids Adventures is the funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx and Onyx Family on Onyx
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Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family.
The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up in the Onyx House where
all the comedy and drama ensue. In Book Two, the kids find out someone from their family is the Headless Horseman! Will this
western creature be a danger to them all, or will Cow-Boy Shiloh defeat the beast? Onyx Flix is the destination platform where you
will find all of the Onyx Kids and Onyx Family adventures where you can watch your books as a funny video. Download the app
today and follow along with the book.Mirthell Onyx is an inventive, new author and one of the original stars of the Onyx Family
show. He loves writing entertaining episodes for families and children with fun, creative stories that inspire a new generation to
release their creativity and imagination. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the
Onyx world. Chapter 1. It was a day like every other day on the old Onyx Family ranch. Shiloh was heading to milk the cow. He
was dreading the task as usual because milking a cow ain't as easy as it seems. I said ain't because that's the cowboy's way. It's
just not cowboy enough to say "milking a cow is not as easy as it seems" even though that's proper English. Well, get used to me
talking cowboy cause I ain't fix'n to change. Now back to Shiloh milking the cow...
Peter Nimble and His Fantastic Eyes is the utterly beguiling tale of a ten-year-old blind orphan who has been schooled in a life of
thievery. One fateful afternoon, he steals a box from a mysterious traveling haberdasher—a box that contains three pairs of magical
eyes. When he tries the first pair, he is instantly transported to a hidden island where he is presented with a special quest: to travel
to the dangerous Vanished Kingdom and rescue a people in need. Along with his loyal sidekick—a knight who has been turned into
an unfortunate combination of horse and cat—and the magic eyes, he embarks on an unforgettable, swashbuckling adventure to
discover his true destiny. Praise for Peter Nimble and His Fantastic Eyes “Auxier has a juggler’s dexterity with prose that makes
this fantastical tale quicken the senses.” –Kirkus Reviews
A little princess is protected by her friend Curdie from the goblin miners who live beneath the castle. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All
rights reserved.
“This book blew me away, completely. Gripping from page one, I—quite literally—couldn’t put it down.”—Christina Lauren, New York
Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners Growing up, Mallory Dodge learned that the best way to survive was to say
nothing. And even though it’s been four years since her nightmare ended, she’s beginning to worry that the fear that holds her
back will last a lifetime. Now, after years of homeschooling, Mallory must face a new milestone—spending her senior year at a
public high school. But she never imagined she’d run into Rider Stark, the friend and protector she hasn’t seen since childhood,
on her very first day. It doesn’t take long for Mallory to realize that the connection she shared with Rider never really faded. Yet
soon it becomes apparent that she’s not the only one grappling with lingering scars from the past. And as she watches Rider’s life
spiral out of control, Mallory must make a choice between staying silent and speaking out—for the people she loves, the life she
wants and the truths that need to be heard. Praise for The Problem with Forever: “We’re left breathless and a little haunted and
wanting more.”—Danielle Paige, New York Times bestselling author of Dorothy Must Die “Heartbreakingly real...a remarkable
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novel about the power of first love and the courage it takes to face your fears.”—Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Also from #1 bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout: If There’s No Tomorrow The Harbinger Series The Dark Elements
Series
In book six, an unwelcome intruder is leaving spooky ciphers in Evan's secret lab. These mysterious messages come at a time
when the class is getting ready for the Charlie Cheese Pumpkin Flavor Eating Contest. The students have been tasked to find the
best pumpkin flavored recipes and they do not disappoint. From pumpkin slushies to pumpkin edible slime, the class is in for a real
treat or a real fail. Can Shiloh and his friends help Evan figure out who the trespasser is and what they want before it's too late?
Welcome to Cornerstone Middle School where Shiloh and his friends work together to solve mysteries using their combined
smarts and skills with help from Evan's crazy gadgets, all while trying to navigate the ups and downs of friendships and crushes.
Onyx Kids School Days is a new series that chronicles the funny middle school adventures of Shiloh and his friends. The awkward
growing pains that every kid can relate to are combined with a new mystery each day to unravel. Onyx Kids books are a spinoff of
the original Onyx Kids that can be found on Onyx Flix and YouTube.
In this new series, based on real-life animal tales, discover that not all heroes wear capes – some have four legs, a wet nose, and
a brave heart. Big or small, fall in love with animal friends who have lived truly wild lives. Read about Onyx, the wolf pup, who was
the runt of the litter. Although he was bullied by his siblings for being the smallest and scruffiest, Onyx knew that he could lead a
pack better than anyone. As he grew up, he learned to resolve conflict, becoming a step-dad to another family of wolves who had
lost their alpha. But it all changed when the toughest pup of the family partnered with a rival pack... This heartwarming story has a
fact section at the back, so you can learn more about koalas and how you can help them. Moving illustrations from Anneli Bray will
make you want to hug the page. Also debuting for the series is Koala, based on the bravery of koalas in the Australian bushfires.
And there's even more heartwarming stories to come! Sterling the Moose and Talala the Leopard.
In Book Six, an unwelcome dinosaur tries to join Shiloh and Shasha in a game of tag, but they're unsure if he came to play...or
prey. Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx Family
on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx
Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up in the Onyx House
where all the comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is a young, innovative author and one of the original stars of Onyx Kids.
She loves entertaining children with fun crazy stories that inspires a new generation to release their creativity and imagination. Rita
Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx Universe.
In Book Seven, Shasha can't decide whether the dog she got for Christmas was her biggest dream come true, or her worst
nightmare. Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx
Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire
Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up in the Onyx
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House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is a young innovative author and one of the original stars of the
Onyx Kids. She loves entertaining children with fun crazy stories that inspires new generations to release their creativity and
imagination. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx world. Mirthell Onyx
is an inventive author and one of the original stars of the Onyx Family. He loves entertaining by creating thoughtful heartwarming
stories that the whole family can enjoy.
Book Two of the bestselling Lux series Being connected to Daemon Black sucks... Thanks to his alien mojo, Daemon's determined
to prove what he feels for me is more than a product of our bizarro connection. So I've sworn him off, even though he's running
more hot than cold these days. But we've got bigger problems. Something worse than the Arum has come to town... The
Department of Defense is here. If they ever find out what Daemon can do and that we're linked, I'm a goner. So is he. And there's
this new boy in school who's got a secret of his own. He knows what's happened to me and he can help, but to do so, I have to lie
to Daemon and stay away from him. Like that's possible. Against all common sense, I'm falling for Daemon. Hard. But then
everything changes... I've seen someone who shouldn't be alive. And I have to tell Daemon, even though I know he's never going
to stop searching until he gets the truth. What happened to his brother? Who betrayed him? And what does the DOD want from
them—from me? No one is who they seem. And not everyone will survive the lies... Read the entire bestselling series! #1: Obsidian
(from Katy's point of view) #2: Onyx (from Katy's point of view) #3: Opal (from Katy's point of view) #4: Origin #5: Opposition
Oblivion (Books 1-3 from Daemon's point of view) CAN BE READ FIRST OR AFTER KATY'S POV! Prequel: Shadows (Dawson's
story)
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with this highly anticipated companion:
the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in
Twilight, an iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers can experience
Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This unforgettable tale as told through Edward's eyes takes
on a new and decidedly dark twist. Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all his
years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating details about Edward's past and the complexity of his inner thoughts, we
understand why this is the defining struggle of his life. How can he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella into danger?
In Midnight Sun, Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers and brings us an epic novel
about the profound pleasures and devastating consequences of immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant
#1 USA Today BestsellerAn instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1 IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook August
Must-Listens Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A
literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
Discover "The Office reboot fans never knew they needed" with this kid-friendly adaptation of everyone's favorite workplace
comedy (Entertainment Weekly). Michael Scott is Line Leader at Dunder Mifflin Elementary! It's a very big job, but Michael is sure
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he can live up to the "World's Best Line Leader" title printed on his water bottle. There's just one problem--Michael doesn't know
how to lead the line. Filled with colorful, detailed illustrations and brimming with Easter eggs and nods to iconic moments from the
show, this hilarious reimagining features a pint-sized cast. This story will introduce The Office to a whole new generation and will
teach them that everyone needs to ask for help sometimes. Even Line Leaders. The Office is a trademark and copyright of
Universal Content Productions LLC. Licensed by Universal Studios 2020. All Rights Reserved.
In Book Ten, Shiloh visits an antique store and buys what he thinks is an old pirate bobblehead. But this bobblehead isn't all plastic
and wood! Will Shiloh be able to stop what becomes a flesh and blood bobblehead bully? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and
thrilling illustrated kid book series from the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids
chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter
spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up in the Onyx house where all the comedy and drama
ensue. Shasha Onyx is a young innovative author and one of the original stars of the Onyx Family. She loves entertaining children
with fun crazy stories that inspire a new generation to grow their creativity and imagination. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids
School Days and other series in the Onyx world.
In book seven, it's April Fools' Day which usually means pranks and fun, but for Shiloh and his friends they have the added twist of
The Watcher! He's back and he's got a score to settle. After a day they won't forget will Cornerstone ever be the same again?
Welcome to Cornerstone Middle School where Shiloh and his friends work together to solve mysteries using their combined
smarts and skills with help from some cool and crazy gadgets, all while trying to navigate the ups and downs of friendships and
crushes. Onyx Kids School Days is a new series that chronicles the funny middle school adventures of Shiloh and his friends. The
awkward growing pains that every kid can relate to are combined with a new mystery each day to unravel. Onyx Kids books are a
spinoff of the original Onyx Kids that can be found on Onyx Flix and YouTube.
In book nine, Shiloh ordered something online that promised to be a keeper, but when it is actually delivered it ended up being a
creepy KREEPER! Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids and
Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their
entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up in the
Onyx House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is a young innovative author and one of the original stars of
the Onyx Family. She loves entertaining children with fun crazy stories that inspire a new generation to release their creativity and
imagination. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School Days and other series in the Onyx World.
A thrilling new series soars above the competition and redefines middle-grade fantasy fiction for a new generation!The seven
dragon tribes have been at war for generations, locked in an endless battle over an ancient, lost treasure. A secret movement
called the Talons of Peace is determined to bring an end to the fighting, with the help of a prophecy -- a foretelling that calls for
great sacrifice.Five dragonets are collected to fulfill the prophecy, raised in a hidden cave and enlisted, against their will, to end the
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terrible war.But not every dragonet wants a destiny. And when the select five escape their underground captors to look for their
original homes, what has been unleashed on the dragon world may be far more than the revolutionary planners intended . . .
A stunning and provocative new novel by the internationally celebrated author of The Blind Assassin, winner of the Booker Prize.
Margaret Atwood’s new novel is so utterly compelling, so prescient, so relevant, so terrifyingly-all-too-likely-to-be-true, that
readers may find their view of the world forever changed after reading it. This is Margaret Atwood at the absolute peak of her
powers. For readers of Oryx and Crake, nothing will ever look the same again. The narrator of Atwood's riveting novel calls himself
Snowman. When the story opens, he is sleeping in a tree, wearing an old bedsheet, mourning the loss of his beloved Oryx and his
best friend Crake, and slowly starving to death. He searches for supplies in a wasteland where insects proliferate and pigoons and
wolvogs ravage the pleeblands, where ordinary people once lived, and the Compounds that sheltered the extraordinary. As he
tries to piece together what has taken place, the narrative shifts to decades earlier. How did everything fall apart so quickly? Why
is he left with nothing but his haunting memories? Alone except for the green-eyed Children of Crake, who think of him as a kind of
monster, he explores the answers to these questions in the double journey he takes - into his own past, and back to Crake's hightech bubble-dome, where the Paradice Project unfolded and the world came to grief. With breathtaking command of her shocking
material, and with her customary sharp wit and dark humour, Atwood projects us into an outlandish yet wholly believable realm
populated by characters who will continue to inhabit our dreams long after the last chapter.
Onyx: I’m a city wolf—a damaged and injured one at that. Obviously, the absolute last place I should be when I’m in heat is in the
middle of the woods with unmated male shifters in the wild able to scent me. But here I am, running for my life. I’m not used to
anyone being nice to me, let alone helping me. Even being the daughter of a pack alpha doesn’t keep you safe when you’re the
lone freak in your pack who can’t shift. I’m being hunted out here in the woods, and yet somehow I feel safe on the doorstep of
the big, brusque stranger who offers me sanctuary. Taron isn’t like any of the shifters I grew up around. He’s a bear shifter for
one—an alpha, no less—with a protective streak a mile wide…for me. Taron: Not much to say. I knew from the moment Onyx found
herself trying to escape her troubles in my woods. It hit me like a damn freight train. The she-wolf was my mate. Meaning she was
mine to heal. And mine to protect at all costs. Previously published as Ride The Wicked Woodsman (c) 2015 with revisions
throughout, newly added content, and a different extended ending. PROTECTED BY THE PACK (MC shifters) Book 1: Harboring
His Mate (Taron & Onyx) Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley) Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua & Clover) keywords:
shifter romance, PNR romance, sexy small town, steamy PNR, alpha shifter, alpha MC, BBW, curvy girl romance, curvy woman
romance, new adult PNR, paranormal suspense, alpha hero, MC romance
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A New York Times Notable Book • This fiery and provocative novel from the acclaimed Nobel Prize
winner weaves a tale about the way the sufferings of childhood can shape, and misshape, the life of the adult. At the center: a
young woman who calls herself Bride, whose stunning blue-black skin is only one element of her beauty, her boldness and
confidence, her success in life, but which caused her light-skinned mother to deny her even the simplest forms of love. There is
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Booker, the man Bride loves, and loses to anger. Rain, the mysterious white child with whom she crosses paths. And finally,
Bride’s mother herself, Sweetness, who takes a lifetime to come to understand that “what you do to children matters. And they
might never forget.”
Welcome to Cornerstone Middle School where Shiloh and his friends have started middle school. What starts out as an uneventful
day quickly spirals into the first of many mysteries and adventures to come. Shiloh, Evan, Max, Desirae, and Roxy team up to
solve the mysteries together using their combined smarts and skills with help from Evan's crazy gadgets.In book three, Shiloh and
his 6th grade class are putting on a big production at the old Leroux Theater. The Leroux theater is big, beautiful, and...haunted?
Odd creepy things start to happen that interrupt their rehearsals making them believe someone, or something, does not want the
play to happen. Will they solve this mystery before someone gets hurt or will the Phantom win and shut it all down? Join them in
this haunted tale of The Phantom of the School Play.Onyx Kids School Dayz is a new series that chronicles the funny middle
school adventures of Shiloh and his friends. The awkward growing pains that every kid can relate to are combined with a new
mystery each day to unravel. Onyx Kids books are a spinoff of the original Onyx Kids that can be found on YouTube, Amazon
Prime Video, and DVD.
Fans of Serafina and the Black Cloak and The Night Gardener will devour Shadow Weaver, the first in a dark middle-grade fantasy
duology that's filled with shadows, danger, magic, and has the feel of a new classic. Emmeline's gift of controlling shadows has
isolated her from the rest of the world, but she's grown to be content, hidden away in her mansion with Dar, her own shadow, as
her only company. Disaster strikes when a noble family visits their home and offers to take Emmeline away and cure her of magic.
Desperate not to lose her shadows, she turns to Dar who proposes a deal: Dar will change the noble's mind, if Emmeline will help
her become flesh as she once was. Emmeline agrees but the next morning the man in charge is in a coma and all that the witness
saw was a long shadow with no one nearby to cast it. Scared to face punishment, Emmeline and Dar run away. With the noble's
guards on her trail, Emmeline's only hope of clearing her name is to escape capture and perform the ritual that will set Dar free.
But Emmeline's not sure she can trust Dar anymore, and it's hard to keep secrets from someone who can never leave your side.
Onyx Kids is a group of four siblings, Shalom, Sinead, Shasha, and Shiloh who star on YouTube on Onyx Kids and Onyx Family.
Onyx Kids is a sketch comedy channel that has amassed more than one million subscribers and the hearts of their fans. Onyx
Family includes the parents, Onyx Dad and Onyx Mom and is a more personal channel featuring the daily life of the Onyx Kids and
laugh out loud comedy skits as well. Getting to Know Onyx Kids was written for the fans as a way to get to know Onyx Kids in a
fun and creative way. It features interesting facts, behind the scenes secrets, and stories of some wild times in their life. Get a
closer look at the inside story of Onyx Kids!
Welcome to Cornerstone Middle School where Shiloh and his friends have started middle school. What starts out as an uneventful
day quickly spirals into the first of many mysteries and adventures to come. Shiloh, Evan, Max, Desirae, and Roxy team up to
solve the mysteries together using their combined smarts and skills with help from Evan's crazy gadgets. In book one, Shiloh is
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assigned a new locker but notices that the locker next to him happens to be sealed off. As he and his friends try and find out what
is inside, they are told to keep away by the teachers and staff. This only makes them more curious and more determined to get to
the bottom of it. But they may have a bigger problem than they imagined! Something is crawling through the cracks of the sealed
locker that leaves them shocked... Onyx Kids School Dayz is a new series that chronicles the funny middle school adventures of
Shiloh and his friends. The awkward growing pains that every kid can relate to are combined with a new mystery each day to
unravel. Onyx Kids books are a spinoff of the original Onyx Kids that can be found on YouTube and Amazon Prime Video.
The Germie Germlins Are Attacking...Is There Anything YOU Can Do To Defeat Them? Zoe Has The Answer! Why are we told to
stay home? Will we ever be able to go outside and hang out with friends again? Why do I have to wash my hands if I can't see any
dirt on them? Right now, these are the questions that are being asked by millions of children around the world. And Zoe is going to
answer them. Wait, who's Zoe? She's the brave little girl who saved her town of Niceville from the evil Germie Germlins! Will she
keep the secret of the forcefield to herself? Will she help her town overcome the pandemic? Will the Germie Germlins give up
completely? Get your copy of the book and discover how everything happened.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary
flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history.
Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format
volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text
make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
"A strong . . . new trilogy, invoking just a little Harry Potter and Series of Unfortunate Events along the way."—Realms of Fantasy
Siblings Kate, Michael, and Emma have been in one orphanage after another for the last ten years, passed along like lost
baggage. Yet these unwanted children are more remarkable than they could possibly imagine. Ripped from their parents as
babies, they are being protected from a horrible evil of devastating power, an evil they know nothing about. Until now. Before long,
Kate, Michael, and Emma are on a journey through time to dangerous and secret corners of the world . . . a journey of allies and
enemies, of magic and mayhem. And—if an ancient prophesy is true—what they do can change history, and it's up to them to set
things right. "A new Narnia for the tween set."—The New York Times "[A] fast-paced, fully imagined fantasy."—Publishers Weekly
"Echoes of other popular fantasy series, from "Harry Potter" to the "Narnia" books, are easily found, but debut author Stephens
has created a new and appealing read . . ."—School Library Journal, Starred Review
The "must-read YA thriller" (Bustle) from #1 New York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying about a small town with
deadly secrets. "When it comes to YA suspense, Karen M. McManus is in a league of her own..." --Entertainment Weekly Echo
Ridge is small-town America. Ellery's never been there, but she's heard all about it. Her aunt went missing there at age seventeen.
And only five years ago, a homecoming queen put the town on the map when she was killed. Now Ellery has to move there to live
with a grandmother she barely knows. The town is picture-perfect, but it's hiding secrets. And before school even begins for Ellery,
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someone has declared open season on homecoming, promising to make it as dangerous as it was five years ago. Then, almost as
if to prove it, another girl goes missing. Ellery knows all about secrets. Her mother has them; her grandmother does too. And the
longer she's in Echo Ridge, the clearer it becomes that everyone there is hiding something. The thing is, secrets are
dangerous--and most people aren't good at keeping them. Which is why in Echo Ridge, it's safest to keep your secrets to yourself.
Fans of the hit thriller that started it all can watch the secrets of the Bayview Four be revealed in the One of Us is Lying TV series
now streaming on NBC's Peacock!
In Book Eleven, Mom takes the family to her old neighborhood mall. What was once the place to be is now an empty wasteland.
While they explore the abandoned mall, Shiloh stumbles into the arms of a mannequin that won't let go. Will he ever get rid of his
new "friend"? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kid book series from the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx
Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire
Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up at the Onyx
House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is an innovative young author and one of the original stars of the
Onyx Family. She loves entertaining children with fun creative stories that entertain and inspire children of all ages. Rita Onyx is
the author of Onyx Kids School Days and other series in the Onyx world.
On a lonely desert road, a woman hears the voice of her dead child calling out to her, but no one is near. Across the country, a
psychic tells a bereaved mother that her child lives, though she believed him to be lost in the wreckage of a car crash many years
ago. And one day on a playground, a ten-year-old girl glimpses the image of her deceased twin brother, beckoning to her. As three
grieving families find themselves haunted by the voices of their dead children, they come to learn that their children are not dead,
as they believed, but have been taken and hidden away at a remote compound, to be used for a single, lethal purpose. To find
their children and discover the truth, the parents embark on treacherous journeys that will take them to the very heart of evil, where
three frightened children are crying out for help. Can they save them before their innocence becomes a weapon for deadly psychic
evil? PRAISE: "Hear the Children Calling is a tension-filled tale that pits parents against seemingly unconquerable opponents.
Driven by their love for the children, these individuals are determined to face skepticism and even death to find and rescue their
missing offspring—children held hostage by a staggering conspiracy that requires a direct physical confrontation to be defeated. An
unusual work of eerie power,Hear the Children Calling is an engrossing horror/thriller that is decidedly different." —Rave Reviews
(Four-star review)
"[We need] a grassroots, bottom-up movement that understands the challenge in front of us, and then organizes against monopoly
power in communities across this country. This book is a blueprint for that organizing. In these pages, you will learn how
monopolies and oligopolies have taken over almost every aspect of American life, and you will also learn about what can be done
to stop that trend before it is too late." —From the foreword by Bernie Sanders. A passionate attack on the monopolies that are
throttling American democracy. Every facet of American life is being overtaken by big platform monopolists like Facebook, Google,
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and Bayer (which has merged with the former agricultural giant Monsanto), resulting in a greater concentration of wealth and
power than we've seen since the Gilded Age. They are evolving into political entities that often have more influence than the actual
government, bending state and federal legislatures to their will and even creating arbitration courts that circumvent the US justice
system. How can we recover our freedom from these giants? Anti-corruption scholar and activist Zephyr Teachout has the answer:
Break 'Em Up. This book is a clarion call for liberals and leftists looking to find a common cause. Teachout makes a compelling
case that monopolies are the root cause of many of the issues that today's progressives care about; they drive economic
inequality, harm the planet, limit the political power of average citizens, and historically-disenfranchised groups bear the brunt of
their shameful and irresponsible business practices. In order to build a better future, we must eradicate monopolies from the
private sector and create new safeguards that prevent new ones from seizing power. Through her expert analysis of monopolies in
several sectors and their impact on courts, journalism, inequality, and politics, Teachout offers a concrete path toward thwarting
these enemies of working Americans and reclaiming our democracy before it’s too late.
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